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About This Game

SpaceBourne is a Space Simulation / Arcade / Open World / RPG game.

SpaceBourne’s universe has over 100 Solar Systems, over 400 planets and 37 landable Space Stations.

SpaceBourne is designed so the player can have total freedom. In SpaceBourne the player can mine astroids, salvage wrecks,
bounty hunt, discover black holes, come accross space anomalies, become a pirate, discover uncharted systems. While following

the main storyline, the player can trade, accept side missions, help the races at war with each other and form up a force of his
own. In all of these activities the player gets to make choices, he can choose to trade slaves, of start a war against them and end

slavery.

In order to accomplish all of this, one needs a good ship. Player character progresses through leveling, acquire new ships,
modify the ships, create new and different weapons. ( As of Beta Ver. 5.0, the game has 144 different weapons and the number

keeps going up with each update.)

Player Character has active and passive traits. Passive traits ( such as Piloting, Trade, Charisma etc. ) gets better or not
according to the playstyle. Active traits on the other hand is left to the player to choose and pick up as the character levels up.

Except the main storyline SpaceBourne’s content is randomly generated. Every System is randomly generated at game
initialization. This allows for the player to come across different events in every new map. This design choice was made in order

to bring replayability to the game and allow the player to encounter different events on same maps.

SpaceBourne includes 4 distinct races with different ships, and different specialties. There are more than 3.000 entities for you
to interact.

You can play SpaceBourne with Keyboard & Mouse, Gamepad or Joystick, the game supports Force Feedback.

The Story:

Everything starts on a regular day of July 2029 with the appearance of an Unidentified Flying Objects. That day is the first day
of earth’s residents meeting their new guests. These guests just wait motionless for a long while... their purpose unclear. In order

to be ready for the worst scenerio a committee is assembled by the world’s nations, Wolrd Air Defence Platform. One man is
chosen to lead this new organisation, a man everyone calls “The Commander”.

By February 2030 people start getting sick. This new disease with no cure starts to kill people in a year after its infection. What
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doctors call HX4, the people call “guest influenza”.

At the year 2032 while the world is struggling with the disease, WADP plans an attack against the aliens who are believed to be
behind the disease. But they attack first.

While at first heavy casualties are taken, later on under the leadership of the “Commander” great victories start to come. More
than 20 enemy ships are destroeyed in the next 3 years.

By 2035, three quartes of the world’s population is gone and almost half of the enemy ships are cleared from the skies. While
the people await news of a total victory, something shifts the balance... The Commander gets sick.

An emergency meeting is held. The doctors increases all research efforts to no avail. Any passing day bring the inevitable closer
for the Commander.

12th of December 2037 it is decided that the Commander is to be frozen until a cure is found. The next day Commander closes
his eyes in a sleeping chamber.

When he opens his eyes again, he is in an abandoned space station in Earth’s orbit. The end had come for Earth, and he is still
sick. He has tons of questions in his head, but no one around to answer.

All he has is a deserted space station with a ship at the hangar, and an infinite universe.

You can watch the introductory video of the newspapers from this link:
https://youtu.be/nTdAuBDbpag
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Title: SpaceBourne
Genre: Indie, RPG, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Burak Dabak
Publisher:
Burak Dabak
Release Date: 5 Oct, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10 64-bit

Processor: Quad Core CPU (4 x 2Ghz)

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 470/ATI 7240HD

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 14 GB available space

English,Turkish
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Fun little platformer with different mechanics in each world. Challenges for both speed and grabbing a hard to reach star in
each level. Gets pretty difficult after the first few worlds.. PROS: Amazing soundtrack, handsome love interests
CONS: Story feels a bit underdeveloped, conflict fell flat
OVERALL SCORE: 7/10

The atmosphere in this game is great. The backgrounds and music feel gritty, reminiscent of Vampire: the Masquerade in some
ways. It's a really pleasant nod to a historic game series and I quite like it a lot. The UI evoked those VtM feelings for me as
well, also in a very good way. The world itself was intriguing, enough to draw me in, though the brevity of the game left me a bit
unsatisfied. It didn't feel like things were tied up as well as they could have been, or the antagonists fully developed enough to
really interest me.

The writing of the main characters is very strong; it was fun to romance each of the characters and they all had unique
personalities. The writing in general was very fun to read and I never felt bored. Argent definitely knows how to write some
stellar descriptions, and it shows. I do wish Bishop would have been developed more and that there would have been a stronger
central conflict, but the game was interesting enough that it made me want more.

There is also a neat feature in this game - you can control the attitude of the MC. Depending on the choices you make, he can
get more aggressive, more charming, and so on. That was a fun feature, though some of the routes steer your MC's temperament
in certain directions.

As far as the character art... I have mixed feelings about the style. They are all very handsome, but the color palette seemed a bit
too bright in contrast with the backgrounds. The characters are all pretty bright, not a lot of true darks in their color schemes,
and they have a soft peachy skin tone that really stands out. The character art is also quite different from the backgrounds - they
are very polished and lineless. Sometimes they fit decently in the backgrounds, but other times they really stick out, such as the
diner and MC's apartment. At the very least, it would have been nice if there was some cohesiveness in the lighting.

Still, despite my criticisms, this was a fun game to play. If you're interested in a dark vampire romance, this is the perfect game
for you. I suggest playing at night, turning down the lights, and let yourself get sucked into the world of San Francisco by Night.
:) Red Embrace is only $5, so I would recommend people to check it out. It is worth it just for the great music, honestly. The
story is nice and I would have loved for it to have been fleshed out more.. In this game, you drive around shooting other vehicles
on the road whilst avoiding police cars and trying to reach the checkpoints to increase the time limit. Except the number of
police vehicles increase and shooting them only disables them momentarily. Very simple game premise, but challenging as it
you battle increasingly numerous enemies chasing you. Shooting enemies upgrades your vehicle's weapons and overall look. Not
much to this game really. Other than it has cards. And unlockables. Get it cheap and don't expect too much from it.. Well what a
surprise, this is actually a pretty neat little game. It has native Xbox 360 controller support, although there's nothing in the
options or menus telling you what does what... it's not hard to figure out.

The controls feel a little touchy at first. Okay, a lot touchy. You have to make corrections quickly and there's not much margin
for error, but you're controlling what's basically an R/C car that can take a lot of punishment, so it's okay.

The game starts out with nothing but an open world type map with all these powerups and collectibles scattered around
everywhere. You have to build coins out of fragments to unlock more maps, vehicles, and game modes, but starting out you
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have access to 3-4 different vehicles so it's not bad. As you go through the level you also collect upgrades for your current car -
things like nitro, super jump, low gravity, extra health, etc. The challenge is to figure out how to jump or climb up to the hard to
reach spots to get your goodies. There's no penalty for dying, you just respawn at a random location, sometimes way up in the
air.

Like other reviewers have mentioned, you have full control over your pitch and roll while in the air, so you're basically like a cat
in that way. If you're good at being a cat, you'll always land on your feet... err... tires. If not, if you land on your nose or roof,
you'll probably go boom if you're high enough.

You can switch camera angles. I found it's easiest to control spin from the bumper cam, but the disadvantage is it's harder to see
where the roads, ramps, and hills lead off to. There's no way to adjust where you're looking, it's always straight ahead, except in
third person, then the camera faces whatever direction you're going. There's a button to do a full 180 reverse, and another button
to do a quick stop. It's not like a handbrake, it's to stop completely. This is useful for planting yourself on hard to reach ledges
after you had to take a running jump to get to it. I keep forgetting that's what it's for but there it is.

So, this game is cheap, it's goofy, it's fun, and with so many things to unlock and maps to explore, I think it's well worth it for
the price. Thumbs up! A solid 7/10 at least. Good fun.. Ok this game is scary. Looking at it on the computer screen may not be
as scary but the whole thing changes when you put on that headset. I have the Oculus Rift. I like the fact that you cant stay in 1
spot too long because the tall shadow creature will slowly get closer and closer to you. I know this because i got scared because i
heard growling and i duct down beside a fountain in the corner thinking im safe when really i wasnt...haha! Its a good game but i
dont think it will have too much replay value as the creatures all spawn in the same spot and once youve gone through it once
youll know exactly where they will be. I do love to scare the♥♥♥♥♥♥out of people with this game (espicially ones that have
never used a VR headset before thats always the best
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It started out well. Was interesting to see the take on RPG which is like an abstracted Majesy, but it sorta fails. Maybe I just
didn't get it fast enough, or I am not into the whol management games. Regardless I soon found myslef a bit bored. Its a quick
game and I did not find it that replayable.. guitly gear going smash bros. is not the best in my first impression but if you want to
play a guilty gear game that lets 4 players play this is the game for you.. It looks like a pretty simple and crudely illustrated game
... and it is. But it is also a good amount of fun. Build your tower based upon cards "dealt" to you each turn, cast spells that can
be either offensive or defensive, and protect your tower (or dungeon) whilst attempting to destroy your enemy's. The random
nature of the cards results in hilariously great, balanced, or woefully awful hands that influence your construction and strategy
each game differently; the tutorial could, perhaps, be a bit more in-depth to assist your learning curve, but once you get a handle
on it the game moves briskly and has some surprising depth. Single player doesn't appear to have any campaign besides just
playing the AI over and over, and it suffers as a result. Multiplayer can be a bit hit-or-miss (mostly miss, unfortunately, but
through no fault of the devs) as there aren't a tremendous amount of players online at any given time. With better graphics and a
"larger" publisher this game would be much more highly reviewed than it is; as it stands now it is a very good yield of fun for
the investment. Recommended.. Even writing about this game has me taking deep breaths trying to keep calm and not flame. If
I had to list the purchases I regret the most on Steam, this would probably be placed very high up on the list.

The developers clearly thought they couldn't mess up RPG and RTS, then learned the hard way that real-time strategy isn't an
easy genre to develop for at all. The game is unfinished to a sometimes hilarious extent, and it ends in a cliffhanger that was
never ever continued because losses were up the roof and the planned trilogy was dropped.

The first few chapters can fool you, but the truth is, there was never any planning done for chapters past four. Usually, you get
swarmed by a horde of enemies right as the chapter starts, a battle in which you lose your pre-deployed army and have to spend
the rest of the mission endlessly microing your hero back and forth trying to get somewhere. "Thousands-strong armies"? For
your enemies, maybe. Not for you.

Speaking of the hero, Elhant is one of the most uncooperative, arrogant♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥I have ever seen in a protagonist role, and
I spent the entire game wishing he'd die a horrible death. Not that I saw half of what you're supposed to see of him, because the
movie cutscenes wouldn't load on my PC. For a while, I went into the game folder to watch them, but then I realized the loading
bug was probably for the best.

And yes, to top it all off, the game is filled with bugs. It's funny when they allow you to kill a boss by shooting them from
behind a wall - I did that several times while I grabbed a snack - but it's not so funny when the AI takes a ridiculous path or the
game simply crashes mid-mission.

Never mind the massive feature list shown on the Steam Store Page, most of it is broken, unfinished, or simply not as good as
you'd expect. Now, I've heard multiplayer used to be rather decent, but as expected from a 2006 game, it is now dead. Do
yourself a favor, do not buy HoAE. There are far, far better strategy games on Steam.. This game is one of the most stunning
looking game i've ever played. This is a nice and chill game to experience if you have few hours to spend. You can easily
complete the a 100% playthrough in about 4-5 hours if you take your time and look carefully around you. The puzzles are very
easy at the beginning and they get more challenging towards the end, but you can solve them without problems with some decent
logic. There is nothing scary about this game, but sometimes the eerie atmosphere is filled with a strange feeling washing over
you. Overall, this game is a great 8/10, not worth the price though. Probably suggest to get it on sale.

We just launched our latest game: SNOWBALL!:
Hello Seekers,

A quick heads up that we (Pixeljam) just released our latest game: SNOWBALL!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/546550/

We hope you love it!

Take care,
-Miles @ Pixeljam. VR Controller/Gamepad Hotfix:
We published a hotfix resolving some VR Controllers and gamepads being not recognized.
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If you are still experiencing issues please let us know.. New build:
Hi guys,

I uploaded a new build to fix a couple of issues:

1) Two music tracks being played simultaneously in a certain scene
2) The text spilling out of the textbox at one point
3) The 'Funerals' achievement not triggering for some people (hopefully this is rectified now)

If anybody spots anything else that seems strange, including spelling errors, please let me know!

- ebi x. Beta Dev Shoot-Out Run 3:
“Upgrades, Sean? Where we’re going, we don’t need Upgrades.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FUG_q8naExI

Sean and I were ready for our third Saturday Beta Dev Shoot-Out. More than that: we were hungry. Sean had been practising his
piloting skills all week. I’d made sure to get a solid 8 hours sleep each night. It was time to put the embarrassing performance of
last week behind us.

If you’re just coming to the Shoot-Out series, do check out the first two sessions. The rules are simple: Sean and I get three runs
of Cycle 28 each, best score wins. In a sense, the battle is to beat each other’s score that week, but the war is for the Cycle 28
leaderboard.

Like the tag line for Cycle 28 itself, this war won’t be easy. It won’t be quick. But that’s okay. We’re not going anywhere.

If you like this video, and others in the Shoot-Outs series, do like and share on Facebook, Twitter, Reddit, etc. We’d really
appreciate it!

Until next week… Good hunting, Lieutenant.

. Supreme Ruler Ultimate Update 9.0.14 Released:
Changes and Updates to Supreme Ruler Ultimate since release:

Version 9.0.14

 Leaders added to some key regions in World 2020 and Global Crisis 2020

 Starting region debt should now properly create debt bonds on new games with national debt

 1940 Sandbox/Campaign fixes to represent final days of Operation Weserübung (Norway)

 New Tutorial added – work in progress. Tutorial content works but more content will be added to this tutorial in future
revisions

 Events fixes in the ’36 and ’40 maps

 Strategic Targeting controls for Allies of Enemy and All Enemies fixed

 Map balance improved for modern maps

 Regional data fixes for modern maps
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 New Unit Equipment Meshs (provided by forum member hoddized)

 Various map fixes

 Minor Tech Tree changes

 Minor GUI fixes

 Updates to Manual

Version 9.0.12

 Resolved memory issue with excessive diplomatic offers

 AI regions will no longer make diplo offers to dead regions

 Improved internal handling of dead region AI

 New Mac Installs default to 16-bit Resolution to improve performance

 Diplomatic trade of missiles now also allows reserve show for ally/mutdef/nonaggr

 Graphic options level setting sets all levels high/low, not just satellite imagery

 Further improvement to AI trading resource code (prevent over-trading)

 Resolve Newsitems / Don't show AI list memory leak

 Known Designs updated for Russia

 Equipment file minor fixes

 Fixed region data for France in 2020 era maps

 Order of Battle fixes

 Loyalty Penalties Game Option added to Scenario Settings

Version 9.0.9

 Fixed AI minister setting of production levels when trade but no local demand

 Loyalty penalty for production in non-loyal areas reduced if civapr > 35%

 Optimized size of many unit textures (improve memory/performance issues)

Version9.0.7

 Resolved a small memory leak (possible crash issue)

 Resolved rare game-freeze issue
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 Added error checks for bad region # in email messages (Marco Bridge email fix)
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